
ENGL 345—FILM, TEXT, AND CULTURE 

Spring 2016 

Section 1  
Tues/Thurs: 9:30-10:45 pm, Combs Hall 139 

 

 

Dr. Antonio Barrenechea       

Department of English, Linguistics, and Communication    

University of Mary Washington       

abarrene@umw.edu 

Tel. x-1597 

 

WEBSITE (for blog posts and readings) 

www.literatureoftheamericas.com  

 

OFFICE HOURS (Combs Hall 324): 

Tues/Thurs: 9:00-9:30 am 

        10:45-11:00 am 

        12:15-2:00 pm 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course investigates the historical, aesthetic, and ideological dimensions of low-budget “exploitation” 

cinemas produced in North and South America from the invention of the cinema to the digital age.  

Although lowbrow cinema culture (“paracinema”) has traditionally been relegated to the margins by the 

academy, it has recently begun to gain attention from the scholarly community.  This includes us!  For our 

part, we will focus on the film industries of the United States (Hollywood), Mexico (Mexico City), Brazil 

(São Paulo), Argentina (Buenos Aires), and Canada (Quebec).  Special consideration will be paid to how 

“trash” cinema traditions reveal differing attitudes about modernity, global integration, and the influence 

of Hollywood in the Western Hemisphere.  The course proceeds through five case studies centered on 

these cultures within and beyond local contexts, and in connection with key concepts in cinema studies. 

 

**Special Note**:  

The university is a place where we should aim to stretch our intellectual capabilities in untried, and even 

uncomfortable, directions.  We will approach the materials in this course in the spirit of scholarly inquiry, 

and with the aid of academic and non-academic sources.  However, please note that exploitation films 

revel in breaking taboos regarding race, sex, gender, class, and religion.  This transgression (both market 

and culture-driven) is a major theme of the course and something we will return to time and again.   I do 

not recommend that you enroll in this class if you are easily offended by visual representations that do not 

reflect mainstream standards of correctness, or if you are not prepared to suspend judgment before fully 

engaging with course materials.  *If you are the slightest bit unsure about whether or not to remain in this 

class after reading this, I strongly encourage you to come speak with me privately.  Please be warned!   

 

*Honors Designation: Although not writing- or speaking-intensive, this course is reading- and viewing-

intensive and is designated an Honors course.  Therefore, it foregrounds the goals of the Honors 

Program: to develop communication skills; to incorporate an interdisciplinary focus; to include innovate 

pedagogy; to analyze students’ and others’ assumptions; to enhance research skills; to apply critical 

reading, writing, speaking, problem-solving, and thinking skills that incorporate information literacy and 

http://www.literatureoftheamericas.com/


an appreciation of audience; to include greater breadth than typical manifestations of the course; to 

incorporate enrichment opportunities for students and faculty, and to utilize flexible approaches to 

accommodate different learning styles. 

 

COURSE GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

                           To encourage active viewership by introducing students to the fundamentals of filmmaking, including 

business aspects (such as marketing, distribution, and exhibition) and creative endeavors (including the 

deployment of mise-en-scene, cinematography, editing, and sound). 

 

To analyze films in their sociohistorical contexts: as a product, reflection, and shaper of culture.  

 

To analyze film genres through a combination of secondary readings and film examples.  Careful 

attention will be paid to the historical, cultural, and political development of genre conventions.  

                           

 To introduce the role of individual film artistry within the multimillion dollar film industry through a 

combination of secondary readings and film examples that focus on several filmmakers.    

  

 

REQUIRED TEXTS (Available at the University Bookstore)  
Cronenberg, David. Consumed (Scribner) 

Freud, Sigmund. Civilization and Its Discontents (trans. Strachey) (Norton) 

Greene, Doyle. Mexploitation Cinema: A Critical History of Mexican Vampire, Wrestler, Ape-Men and 

  Similar Films, 1957-1977 (McFarland) 

Rodriguez, Robert and Quentin Tarantino. Grindhouse (Alliance, DVD)  

Vieyra, Emilio. Blood of the Virgins (Mondo Macabro, DVD) 

Vieyra, Emilio. The Curious Dr. Humpp (Something Weird Video, DVD) 

 

FILMS ON RESERVE (Simpson Library) 

René Cardona, El horropilante bestia humana [Night of the Bloody Apes] 

Alfredo Sternheim, Violência na carne [Violence and Flesh] 

Armando Bó, Fuego [Fire]  

George Mihalka, My Bloody Valentine 

Elijah Drenner, American Grindhouse  

 

COURSE  REQUIREMENTS 
This course has a constant and sometimes demanding workload.  Active participation during class 

discussion is essential to doing well.  At a minimum, I expect you 1) to have excellent attendance, 2) to 

arrive and leave on time, 3) to have done assigned readings/viewings carefully before class, 4) to turn in 

your work on time, 5) to bring the necessary materials and texts to class, 6) to listen respectfully to me 

and to your classmates, and 7) to contribute to class discussion and activities on a regular basis.  It is 

your own responsibility to find out what you miss when you are not in class.  I suggest that you 

exchange email information with at least one other classmate in order to ensure that you are always 

prepared. Note that you will receive an unsatisfactory mark on your mid-semester report if you fail to 

comply with these requirements and/or have a working course grade lower than a C.  I will accept no late 

submissions of any kind from you without a medical note. 

 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION 

Be assured that I want students to learn and to receive the good grades they deserve.  Please make an 

appointment with me should you have undue difficulty with the course.  Written assignments include: 1) 

five unit-ending blog posts about the reading/viewing, a 4-page midterm essay applying key theoretical 

concepts to Ed Wood’s Glen or Glenda, 2) a 5-page case study for one seminal exploitation film (which 



emphasizes production, distribution, exhibition, and cultural legacy).  In addition to class discussion, oral 

assignments include a class-long group presentation on a film and a piece of criticism.  You will receive 

detailed directions for completing each one of these assignments.  The following is the grade distribution:  

 

Attendance and Blog Posts: 20% 

Group Presentation: 20% 

Midterm Essay: 25%  

Final Case Study: 35% 

 

GRADING CRITERIA 
Students often complain that they do not understand “what professors want” when it comes time to 

complete required assignments.  I have designed the following criteria guidelines to help you grasp how I 

conduct a large part of the grading.  I divide formal written assignments in the following ways:  

 

*Papers: Content and Analysis (70%)  

--An average paper (C) demonstrates a superficial understanding of the topic; it is usually based almost 

exclusively on class notes.  It generally relies too much on summary rather than explicit analysis of 

textual points, and uses quotations ineffectively.  

--A better paper (B) incorporates readings that have been assigned in other contexts (including in-class 

assignments), analyzes literary and film devices as they are employed in a text, and uses specific 

quotations from texts in order to illustrate the grounding of its analysis.  

--A superior paper (A) demonstrates all the qualities of a “B” paper, and includes a more sophisticated 

understanding of the chosen topic.  That is, an “A” paper uses the tools of textual analysis, apt use of 

quotation, concise and explicit remarks justifying that analysis, while drawing on all the available 

resources of the course.  

 

*Papers: Form, Style, Mechanics and Usage (30%)  

--An average paper (C) demonstrates a reasonable control of basic English syntax, verb and subject 

(including pronoun) agreement, tense consistency, proofreading, paragraph organization, etc.  

 

--A better paper (B) demonstrates an ability to vary sentence structure, has few if any proofreading errors, 

employs careful transitions and organization in a more sophisticated way, and controls grammar.  

--A superior paper (A) demonstrates all the qualities of a “B” paper, and in addition demonstrates an 

ability to control complex sentence structure, vary verbs effectively, and contains no proofreading errors.  

 

*Blog Posts (5 altogether) 
I will grade these as part of your participation grade.  I require that you 1) post by the deadline, 2) respond 

to my question/comment with ample evidence that you have completed the required reading/viewing, and 

3) post a response only after careful reflection, and using correct grammar and punctuation.  

 

*Group Presentation: 

I will assign your group a letter grade based upon 1) how well you engage the assigned film with respect 

to production, distribution, exhibition, and legacy, 2) how well you apply the accompanying critical 

article to the film you are presenting, 3) how well you relate the film to the course unit under analysis, and 

4) how well you collaborate with your classmates and answer questions from me and from your peers.  

 

HONOR CODE                                                                                                                            
You must pledge all of your work, as the honor pledge obtains for all work submitted in fulfillment of the 

requirements for this course.  Violations, without exception, will be referred to the Honor Council. 

 

 



ACCOMMODATIONS 

The Office of Disability Services has been designated by the University as the primary office to guide, 

counsel, and assist students with disabilities.  If you already receive services through the Office of 

Disabilities Services and require accommodations for this class, make an appointment with me as soon as 

possible to discuss your approved accommodation needs.  Please bring your accommodation letter with 

you to the appointment.  I will hold any information you share with me in the strictest confidence unless 

you give me permission to do otherwise.  If you have not contacted the Office of Disability Services and 

need accommodations, (note taking assistance, extended time for tests, etc.), I will be happy to refer you.  

The office will require appropriate documentation of disability.  Their phone number is 540-654-1266. 
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Week #1  THE CINEMA OF ATTRACTION  

   [*Keywords: cinema of attraction, paracinema, camp] 

Tues 1/12  Introduction to the Course 

Thurs 1/14  Tom Gunning, “The Cinema of Attraction: Early Film, Its Spectator and the 

Avant-Garde”: 

 http://www.columbia.edu/itc/film/gaines/historiography/Gunning.pdf 

Week #2    
Tues 1/19   Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents     

Thurs 1/21  Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents  

 

Week #3       

Tues 1/26  Jeffrey Sconce, “‘Trashing’ the Academy: Taste, Excess, and an Emerging 

    Politics of Cinematic Style” (on website)  

Thurs 1/28  Midterm Essay Due [Susan Sontag, “Notes on Camp”; Ed Wood, Jr., Glen or 

    Glenda (1953)]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhXW9qjAE54 

 

Week #4  SOUTH-OF-THE-BORDER MONSTERS   

   [*Keywords: modernity, mexploitation, Universal] 

Tues 2/2  Doyle Green, Mexploitation Cinema: A Critical History of Mexican Vampire, 

    Wrestler, Ape-Man and Similar Films, 1957-1977 [ch. 1-2]   

Thurs 2/4  Alfonso Corona Blake, Santo vs. las mujeres vampiro [Samson vs. the Vampire 

    Women] (1962): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umRsp3zTvdk  

Week #5   
Tues 2/9  Chano Urueta, El baron del terror [The Brainiac] (1962): 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_6TyHJebfQ   

Thurs 2/11  100-Word Blog Post Due by 9:00 am 

*Presentation: René Cardona, El horropilante bestia humana [Night of the 

    Bloody Apes] (1968); Doyle Greene, Mexploitation Cinema: A Critical History 

    of Mexican Vampire, Wrestler, Ape-Men and Similar Films, 1957-1977 [ch. 6] 

 

Week #6   COFFIN JOE IN THE MOUTH OF GARBAGE    

   [*keywords: Boca do Lixo, male gaze, rape-revenge film] 

Tues 2/16  Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (on website) 

Thurs 2/18  José Mojica Marins, À meia-noite levarei sua alma [At Midnight I Will Take 

    Your Soul] (1964): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzisqesrHkQ  

Week #7    

http://www.columbia.edu/itc/film/gaines/historiography/Gunning.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhXW9qjAE54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umRsp3zTvdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_6TyHJebfQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzisqesrHkQ


Tues 2/23  José Mojica Marins, O ritual dos sádicos [Awakening of the Best] (1970): 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-W-0venYTw   

Thurs 2/25  100-Word Blog Post Due by 9:00 am 

*Presentation: Alfredo Sternheim, Violência na Carne [Violence and Flesh] 

    (1981); Stephanie Dennison, “Sex and the Generals: Reading Brazilian 

    Pornochanchada as Sexploitation” (on website) 

Week #8    
Tues 3/1  Spring Break 

Thurs 3/3  Spring Break 

 

Week #9  THE GROOVY GOTHIC 
   [*Keywords: body genre, counterculture, sexploitaition] 

Tues 3/8  Linda Williams, “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess” (on website)  

Thurs 3/10  Emilio Vieyra, La venganza del sexo [The Curious Dr. Humpp] (1966)   

 

Week #10    

Tues 3/15   Emilio Vieyra, Sangre de vírgenes [Blood of the Virgins] (1967) 

Thurs 3/17  100-Word Blog Post Due by 9:00 am 

*Presentation: Armando Bó, Fuego [Fire] (1969); Victoria Ruétalo, 

“Temptations: Isabel Sarli Exposed” (on website)  

 

Week #11              MEMENTO MORI  

   [*Keywords: auteur, body horror, slasher film] 

Tues 3/22                       Andrew Sarris, “Notes on the Auteur Theory in 1962”  

Thurs 3/24              Mike Nichols, Black Christmas (1974) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOp_BF3VAVE 

Week #12       
Tues 3/29              David Cronenberg, Rabid (1977) 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGiCdwwrobM 

Thurs 3/31              David Cronenberg, Consumed (2014) [pg. 1-78] 

                                        

Week #13   

Tues 4/5  David Cronenberg, Consumed (2014) [pg. 79-175] 

Thurs 4/7  David Cronenberg, Consumed (2014) [pg. 176-308] 

*Presentation: George Mihalka, My Bloody Valentine (1981); Caelum Vatnsdal, 

They Came from Within: A History of Canadian Horror Cinema [ch. 4] (on 

website)    

 

Week #14  GRINDHOUSE IN THE DIGITAL AGE   

   [*Keywords: grindhouse, DCP, cult cinema] 

Tues 4/12  Anne Friedberg, “The End of Cinema: Multimedia and Technological Change” 

    (on website)  

   100-Word Blog Post Due by 9:00 am  

Thurs 4/14  Quentin Tarantino / Robert Rodriguez, Grindhouse (2007)   

       

Week #15    
Tues 4/19  100-Word Blog Post Due by 9:00 am  

*Presentation: Elijah Drenner, American Grindhouse (2010); Ernest Mathijs and 

Jamie Sexton, Cult Cinema: An Introduction [ch. 13] 

Thurs 4/21  Kemp Symposium  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-W-0venYTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOp_BF3VAVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGiCdwwrobM


Week #16   *Final Projects Due through Email: Tuesday, 4/26 by 11:00 am  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


